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Abstract—By utilizing the new Shingled Magnetic Recording
(SMR) technique, the emerging SMR disks achieve higher storage
density and lower costs. Together with Flash-based SSDs, SMR
disks can be used to construct a new hybrid storage system that
is larger, but cheaper than the widely used conventional diskbased storage systems. It is appropriate for the fast growing
big data applications which have strict requirements on both
capacity and cost, e.g., the scientific computing in the fields of
meteorology and astronomy. However, the most serious challenge
of the SSD-SMR hybrid storage lies in its weak fine-grained
random write performance caused by the write amplification in
SMR disks, especially when I/Os are spread randomly across the
Logical Block Address (LBA) range of the entire disk. Traditional
cache algorithms like LRU usually lead to tens of or even
hundreds of times more data written into magnetic plates than
the original requests, thus resulting in poor I/O performance,
because they do not consider and limit the LBA distribution of
the eviction victims at all. Therefore, the cache algorithms for
SSD-SMR hybrid storage systems should take this new dimension
into account except for the data popularity. In this paper, we
propose a new SMR-oriented cache framework, i.e., Partially
Open Region for Eviction (PORE), which restricts the LBA range
of evicted data from SSD caches appropriately to promote the
overall performance of the hybrid storage by making a better
tradeoff between the cached data popularity and the SMR write
amplification. The experiments based on real-world traces reveal
that PORE can boost the SSD-SMR hybrid storage performance
by a factor of 3.26 ∼ 10.2 with only a 2% SSD cache compared
with a conventional disk-based storage on average, while the
hybrid storage coupled with LRU is slower than the conventional
storage sometimes. PORE makes the hybrid storage much faster
than traditional storage besides the advantages on capacity and
cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The global data are estimated to reach 44 ZB in 2020
according to IDC [1], and an increasing proportion of them
are being involved in various kinds of data analyses in big
data applications, such as scientific computing (e.g., in the
fields of meteorology, astronomy, or biology), Internet web
pages and user logs, medical images, etc. For instance, the
storage scale of the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has reached 100 PB in 2015 and
grows about 45% every year [2]. The Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST), a large-aperture, wide-field, ground-based
optical survey system to image the sky, is expected to generate
15 TB data per night [3]. As a result, these fast accumulating
data raise high requirements on all the aspects of scalability,
performance, and costs for big data storage systems.

Faced with such strict requirements on data storage, how
should we choose an appropriate storage solution?
1) All Flash arrays [4], DRAM-based storage like RAMCloud [5], and in-memory databases [6] have been used in
some practical environments to manage some high-value enterprise data, but they are not suitable for the fast accumulating
big data due to their high costs, reliability, or limited capacity.
2) So far, the Conventional Magnetic Recording (CMR)
are still the most widely used disk technique at present, with
the benefit of large capacity, low costs, and high reliability,
but its magnetic recording density is approaching the limit
(approximately 1T bit/in2 ) [7]. Thus CMR disks cannot
follow the growth rate of the big data volume.
3) Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [8], [9] is a new
technology that breaks through the upper limit of disk density
by squeezing more tracks onto each platter like the overlapped
shingles on a roof. SMR disks have lower prices and larger
capacities compared with CMR disks, and there have been
some practical SMR drive products released [10], [11]. For
example, Pelican [12] packs 1,152 SMR disks in one 52U
rack, reaching a total capacity up to 5 PB. Moreover, a series
of new technologies like BPMR [13], HAMR [14], MAMR
[15] are also likely to be combined with SMR, promoting the
magnetic recording density further [16].
Motivation. SMR disks have a performance challenge
when handling small random writes compared with CMR
drives, because they have an inherent SMR write amplification
problem for small random writes [17], as a side effect of their
high storage density (see §II-A for more details about the SMR
technique). Naturally, we can deploy a fast Flash-based SSD
as a cache in the block layer under the file system to boost
SMR disks. Thus many writes can be absorbed when they hit
the cache, leading to fewer of them flushed to SMR disks. But
the cache scheme will encounter a new challenge due to SMR
disks’ characteristic:
According to our experiments, the random write performance of SMR disks declines rapidly by 15.1 times when
we increase the LBA range of written data from 56GB to
1TB, because of enlarged SMR write amplification rates (see
§II-B). Traditional cache replacement algorithms (e.g., LRU,
LIRS [18], ARC [19], etc.) only consider the popularity of
data blocks when selecting eviction victims. Thus the victims
may have a wide LBA range, leading to serious SMR write
amplification and poor I/O performance of both SMR disks
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Fig. 1. The SSD-SMR hybrid storage performance trend along with different
LBA ranges of evicted cache blocks. The best performance can be achieved
by making a good tradeoff between the cache hit rate and the I/O
performance of SMR disks.

and the SSD-SMR hybrid storage.
Fig. 1 illustrates the approximate trends of the performance
of an SSD-SMR hybrid storage system, the SSD cache hit
rates, and the SMR I/O performance, when the dirty data
blocks that the SSD cache writes back into SMR disks are
distributed in different sizes of the LBA range. Along with the
decrease of the LBA range of written data, we can achieve
a higher I/O performance of SMR disks due to lower write
amplification rate and a declining SSD cache hit rate on the
whole. Note that restricting the range moderately may lead
to a higher hit rate than LRU (see §V-D). Compared with
traditional cache algorithms which do not have any limitation
about the evicted data’s locations, we can achieve a higher
performance of the hybrid storage by making a better tradeoff
between hit rates and the I/O performance of the underlying
SMR disk.
Basic Idea. Motivated by the above discussions, we
propose a new SMR-oriented cache framework, i.e., Partially
Open Region for Eviction (PORE), which restricts the LBA
range of evicted dirty blocks appropriately to promote the
overall performance of the SSD-SMR hybrid storage by taking
into account both the hit rate and the SMR write amplification.
According to PORE, only the cached dirty blocks that are
located in a specified region of disk address are open for
eviction, while the other dirty blocks are locked in SSDs
temporarily. Note that PORE does not have any restriction
about clean blocks’ eviction, because they will not affect SMR
disks’ I/O performance much. The open region for eviction is
not fixed forever, but is changed periodically. Along with the
PORE cache framework, we also propose three schemes to
determine the open regions periodically in this paper.
The experimental results based on some typical real-world
enterprise traces exhibit that our proposed PORE cache framework can boost the SSD-SMR hybrid storage significantly with
a 2% SSD cache, 3.26 times higher than a CMR-only system
and 2.86 times higher than the hybrid storage coupled with
LRU on average in the read-write cache mode; the values
in the write-only cache mode are larger, i.e., 10.2 times and
4.60 times, respecitvely. Note that under half of the real-world

traces used in the evaluations, the hybrid storage managed by
LRU is very close to or slower than the CMR-only storage,
while PORE can always achieve much higher performance
than CMR-only.
As a consequence, SSD-SMR hybrid storage systems not
only have larger capacities compared with traditional CMRonly storage systems, but also can achieve higher performance
by the boost of SSD caches optimized for SMR disks coupled
with PORE. In addition, the costs of the hybrid storage will be
lowered compared with the CMR-only storage, because larger
capacities of SMR disks lead to reduced count of server nodes,
and thus the reduced costs of server nodes, server rooms, and
cooling devices will be much larger than the additional SSD
costs. Therefore, the SSD-SMR hybrid storage is an attractive
solution to supply larger, cheaper, but faster storage systems
for big data applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the SMR technique and analyze the performance
of SMR disks in §II, and then discuss how to optimize the
cache schemes to improve the performance of the SSD-SMR
hybrid storage in §III. §IV describes our proposed PORE
cache framework. The evaluations about PORE and existing
solutions are given in §V, and §VI presents the related work.
Finally, §VII concludes this paper with a summary of our
contributions.
II. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF SMR D RIVES
Shingle Magnetic Recording (SMR) is a new disk technique
with distinctive features. It trades performance, especially
the random write performance, for higher storage density
and larger capacities. In this section, we will introduce the
SMR technique in detail (§II-A), discover SMR disks’ most
important performance feature based on some measurements
(§II-B), and finally give an random-writing performance model
of the off-the-shelf drive-managed SMR disks (§II-C).
A. The Shingled Magnetic Recording Technique
Shingled magnetic recording adopts a brand new way of
track organization, overlapping adjacent tracks to increase the
storage density on the platters like the overlapped shingles on
a roof. Some following new technologies like BPMR [13],
HAMR [14], and MAMR [15] are also likely to be combined
with SMR, promoting the magnetic recording density to 10T
bit/in2 and higher [16].
As Fig. 2 shows, in SMR disks, the read head is much
thinner than the write head, so it can read data effectively
through the narrow overlapped disk tracks. However, when
writing data into a track in SMR disks, the data on the
following adjacent tracks will be destroyed at the same time.
To support random writing, expanding the application scenario of SMR disks, a design of band appears in SMR drives.
A certain amount of consecutive overlapped tracks are packed
as a band; the last track in a band is not overlapped by
others. As Fig. 2 plots, bands are independent of each other
without any overlap. In this case, writing one band will not
affect any other bands at all. Yet inside a band, writing
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write buffer, and the write buffer has 20GB space utilizing
some outer tracks that are non-overlapped with each other.
Furthermore, the disk uses an aggressive manner to clean the
FIFO queue, i.e., data in the persistent write buffer are written
back to bands during idle time. The band size ranges from 17
to 36 MB.
B. Performance Features of SMR Drives
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Fig. 2. An example of drive-managed SMR disks’ internal structure.

any size of data into the band may also overwrite existing
data, so we need to re-write the whole band in this case,
i.e., all the data in the band are first copied to memory,
modified by updating the newly written contents, and then
written back into the band. This behaviour is called the SMR
Write Amplification phenomenon, which usually becomes their
performance bottleneck. Assuming the band size is Sband , and
the size of the newly written data is Sw , the practical happened
I/O amount is enlarged from Sw to 2 × Sband including both
the reading and writing of the whole band.
In order to reduce the SMR write amplification, a persistent
write buffer is usually set in an SMR disk product. The write
buffer may be a built-in SSD or some non-overlapped tracks
on disks. In some practical SMR products [10], [11], FIFO
is usually adopted to manage the persistent write buffer for
simplicity. Just as Fig. 2 shows, after the FIFO queue is
full and the first entered block a will be evicted and written
back to its located disk tracks (e.g., in band 1). The practical
performed operations may include reading the whole band 1
into memory, merging the latest version of in-FIFO blocks a,
b, and c, which are all located in band 1, into the memory
buffer of band 1, and then writing the new version of band
1 back into its location. The setting of the write buffer can
reduce the write amplification of SMR drives. Taking Fig. 2 for
example, writing back data blocks a, b, and c only consumes
the update of one band thanks to the FIFO queue, instead of
independently updating the band for three times.
There are mainly two kinds of SMR disk products currently:
host-managed and drive-managed SMR disks [20]. The former
means the host knows the exact inner structure and schemes of
SMR disks and is responsible for the detailed management of
SMR disks, while the latter means the disk drive manages and
hides all SMR issues and appears like a CMR disk for the host.
Since drive-managed disks are the mainstream products on the
market now, in this paper, we discuss the SSD-SMR hybrid
storage systems based on drive-managed SMR disks. Although
the drive-managed SMR disks hide all the SMR details, there
have been already some reverse engineering work like Skylight
[21] to discover the key properties of practical drive-managed
SMR disks.
For example, according to Skylight, a Seagate 5900RPM
5TB SMR disk [10] adopts FIFO to manage the persistent

In this part, we will introduce our performance measurements based on a Seagate 5TB SMR disk (i.e., ST5000AS0011
[10]) and a typical 7200RPM 500GB CMR disk.
According to our experiments, the most prominent performance characteristic of SMR disks lies in that SMR disks can
keep a similar random write performance with CMR disks
when the written data are focused in a small LBA range, while
a larger LBA range leads to an increasing performance gap
between SMR and CMR disks. Fig. 3 shows the throughput
of 8-KB random writing performed on the above mentioned
SMR and CMR disks respectively. When the written LBA
range is enlarged from 56GB to 1TB, the throughput of the
CMR disk only drops a bit from 1.46 to 1.05 MB/s. The reason
is that the more scattered distribution of written data increases
the seek distances of the disk heads.
When it comes to SMR, the throughput decreases from 1.36
to 0.09 MB/s, declining for 93.4%, while that of CMR is only
28.1%. In the experiments, we first fill the 20GB persistent
write buffer of the SMR disk, and then write enough data to
make sure the throughput is measured during data are actually
being written to SMR bands. The fast falling of the SMR
disk’s throughput along with the written LBA range lies in
the SMR write amplification phenomenon. Larger LBA range
means that the 20GB data in the persistent write buffer may
be located in more SMR bands. We need to flush the dirty
data blocks from the 20GB write buffer to more SMR bands.

Fig. 3. The most prominent performance feature of SMR disks: A larger
LBA range of written data leads to a larger SMR write amplification rate and
lower I/O performance.

The above performance feature of SMR disks gives us a
hint that if we can restrict the written data in a relatively
small disk space range, we can get a satisfactory random write
performance of SMR disks.
C. Performance Model of SMR disks’ Random Writing
To have an explicit understand of SMR disks’ random write
performance, we will establish a simplified performance model

based on the detailed behaviors happened during the process
of random writing in SMR disks. Generally speaking, writing
data into SMR drives may gradually trigger the following four
steps: (1) writing a data block to the SMR disk persistent write
buffer, (2) reading a whole SMR band into memory when
evicting a block from the write buffer, (3) reading all the
blocks located in this band from the write buffer to update
the in-memory buffer of the band, and (4) writing the whole
band back.
Assuming S bytes are written into an SMR disk, S bytes of
data will be first written into and then read from the persistent
write buffer, according to the above analysis. However, when
the S bytes of data are evicted from the write buffer, more data
will be read from and written into SMR bands. Supposing the
write amplification rate is Rwa , the read or write bandwidth of
the persistent write buffer are respectively Brbuf and Bwbuf ,
and those of the SMR bands are Brband and Bwband , We can
use the total consumed I/O time to finish all the four above
steps of writing S bytes of data to measure the performance
of SMR devices, shown as Eq. 1.
S
S × Rwa
S × Rwa
S
+
,
+
)
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Brbuf
Bwbuf Brband
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In Eq. 1, the consumed I/O time of the write buffer and
the SMR bands are the two parameters of the function f (),
because there are two kinds of persistent write buffer: First,
if the persistent write buffer is a built-in small SSD in an
SMR drive, the I/Os of the write buffer can be performed in
parallel with those of the SMR bands. In this case, f () means
the maximum value of the two part of time, i.e., the SMR
bands in general. Second, if the write buffer is the outer nonoverlapped tracks on the disk, they share the same group of
magnetic heads with the SMR bands, so the two parts of time
should be added.
Although the access granularity of the write buffer is usually
small (e.g., 4 ∼ 16 KB), the operating system usually combines many of the small requests into large ones because the
accesses to the write buffer have close disk locations. Because
the write buffer undertakes a small I/O amount compared with
the amplified I/Os of SMR bands, the write buffer usually
accounts for a small proportion in the total consumed I/O
time. In order to support the above analysis, we have made
some experiments to measure the consumed I/O time of the
write buffer and SMR bands respectively based on an SMR
disk emulator developed by us (see §V-A). Different parts of
the consumed I/O time of performing the write requests of
four enterprise block I/O traces (i.e., wdev, mds, ts, and usr,
see §V-B and Table I for more) based on the emulated SMR
disk are shown in Fig. 4, we can see that SMR bands indeed
accounts for the majority of the consumed I/O time due to the
write amplification. Note that in the experiments, we use the
O DIRECT mode of file operations to measure the actual disk
I/O performance accurately.
In a word, the consumed time of writing some data into an
SMR disk randomly is mainly determined by two factors, S
and Rwa . S is the work assigned by the upper applications.

Fig. 4. The SMR bands usually consume the majority of the I/O time when
performing random writes due to the write amplification phenomenon.

If there is a write cache layer upon SMR disks, promoting
the cache hit rate can reduce the amount of S by merging
multiple write requests to the same block. Rwa can be reduced
by narrowing down the LBA range of data written to SMR
disks.
III. C ACHE S CHEME O PTIMIZATION O BJECTIVE FOR
SSD-SMR H YBRID S TORAGE
In this section, we will first give a detailed performance
analysis about the SSD-SMR hybrid storage. Similar to the
SMR-only storage systems (§III-A), the SSD-SMR hybrid
storage systems coupled with traditional cache algorithms have
the same performance challenge caused by serious SMR write
amplification. To solve this problem, a possible better plan of
cache schemes is discussed in §III-B.
A. SMR-only Storage Systems
Recall Eq. 1 in §II-C that the written data size (i.e., S) and
the write amplification rate (i.e., Rwa ) are both in positive
correlation with the consumed I/O time of SMR disks. As
Fig. 5 (a) shows, when writing data directly into SMR disks,
we cannot reduce both S and Rwa , usually leading to a poor
performance.
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Fig. 5. Accessing SMR disks directly and SSD-SMR hybrid storage coupled
with different cache schemes.

Based on nine real-world enterprise traces (see §V-B and
Table I for more), we performed a trace analysis to estimate
the write amplification rates of accessing SMR disks directly,
as Fig. 6 shows. It is obvious that all the enterprise traces
achieve very high SMR write amplification rates in the range
of 41.3 ∼ 171.5, 113.0 on average. This will lead to poor

I/O performance. The analysis methodology is presented as
follows:
In the analysis, we assume adopting a Seagate 5TB SMR
disk [10] with a 20GB write buffer (i.e., 1/256 of disk
capacity) and 17 ∼ 36 MB bands in a uniform distribution
(see §II-A). Only the write requests of the traces are processed
and the read ones are dismissed. For a trace, we set a virtual
FIFO queue whose size is 1/256 of the total working set size.
Each time the virtual FIFO queue is filled, we accumulate the
total size of all the covered bands and then clean up the queue.
In this case, we can estimate the write amplification rate of
SMR disks as the total band size divided by the capacity of
W S.

the SMR-only storage, the deployed SSD cache is authorized
to select data blocks to evict and write back to SMR disks.
Traditional cache algorithms usually evict the coldest blocks
to pursue the least value of S1 , but we can adjust the scheme
to reduce the LBA range of evicted dirty blocks, leading to
a much smaller write amplification rate, Rwa2 . Although S2
may be a bit larger than S1 , the remarkable reduction of write
amplification may lead to a better overall performance of the
hybrid storage system by satisfying S2 × Rwa2 < S1 × Rwa1 .
In summary, the cache schemes for SMR disks should
consider a new dimension of the LBA range of evicted dirty
blocks, and aim to reduce the SMR write amplification rate
significantly with a modest loss on cache hit rates. Thus
the overall performance of the hybrid storage will be much
improved.
IV. PORE: A N EW SMR- ORIENTED C ACHE F RAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a new SMR-orientated cache
framework, i.e., Partially Open Region for Eviction (PORE), to
tradeoff between data popularity and SMR write amplification
for better performance. §IV-A will first give an overview of
PORE, followed by the workflow of PORE described in §IV-B
and the schemes for determining the open region in §IV-C.

Fig. 6. Real-world traces usually lead to very large SMR write amplification
rates when SMR disks are accessed directly.

B. SSD-SMR Hybrid Storage Systems
For an SSD-SMR hybrid storage, because SSD caches are
much faster than SMR disks, the overall performance is mainly
determined by the SMR disks, especially the I/Os of SMR
bands. Therefore, the overall performance of a hybrid storage
depends mainly on the multiple of the new write amplification
rate Rwa1 and the reduced write amount S1 due to cache hits,
as Fig. 5 (b) shows.
1) Traditional Cache Algorithms: Traditional cache algorithms evict data blocks only according to their popularity to
pursue as high hit rates as possible and thus as small S1
as possible. These cache schemes evaluate data popularity
according to recency (e.g., LRU), frequency (e.g., LFU),
access intervals (e.g., LIRS [18]), or their mixture (e.g., LRFU
[22], ARC [19], and MQ [23]). Only promoting hit rates to
lower S1 for high I/O performance is enough when adopting
CMR disks as the underlying storage devices.
However, when SMR disks are deployed, their I/O performance is sensitive to the LBA ranage of the written data, thus
raising a new challenge for the cache replacement schemes.
Therefore, although the SSD cache can reduce the practical
written data size to SMR disks from S to S1 by cache
hits, traditional cache schemes do not limit or reduce the
accessed space range of SMR disks, i.e., their SMR write
amplification rate Rwa1 is very close to that of the SMR-only
storage (i.e., Rwa ), so they cannot achieve the satisfactory
overall performance of the hybrid storage (Please refer to the
experimental results in §V-C).
2) A Better Plan: In fact, there may be a better plan for the
SSD-SMR hybrid storage. As Fig. 5 (c) shows, different with

A. Overview of PORE
In order to reduce SMR write amplification rates, we can
set some parts of SMR LBA range as Open Region, the rest
as Forbidden Region. As Fig. 7 shows, the clean cache blocks
are not affected by the setting of Open Region and Forbidden
Region; for the dirty cache blocks, only the ones which are
located in the Open Region (e.g., block a, b, and c in Fig. 7)
are allowed to be evicted; those blocks in Forbidden Region
will be skipped when selecting a victim (e.g., block d).
In this case, the SMR write amplification rate can be
reduced. For example, when the open region covers 200 GB
space and the persistent write buffer of an SMR disk is 20
GB, the write amplification rate in this case is around 10 (i.e.,
200 GB / 20 GB). Without the setting of Open Region, blocks
in the write buffer may be located in any bands, so we may
need to re-write the whole SMR disk to write them back. This
leads to a much larger write amplification rate (e.g., 5 TB /
20 GB = 256).
As Fig. 7 shows, this mechanism is called Partially Open
Region for Eviction (PORE), opening part of the SMR disk
space for dirty blocks’ eviction to reduce the SMR write
amplification and periodically choosing an appropriate part of
SMR LBA range as Open Region to maintain a good cache hit
rate. By combining the LBA-aware eviction restriction and the
block-level cache replacement manner (instead of evicting all
cache blocks located in a large disk region together), PORE
can improve the hybrid storage’s performance by achieving
both low SMR write amplification rates and high cache hit
rates.
As a side effect of lowering the write amplification rate
effectively, only the cache blocks located in Open Region and
clean blocks can be chosen for eviction. Yet PORE will not

affect the cache hit rates much due to the following three
reasons:
(1) The Open Region usually covers a large part of SMR
LBA range, so the cache blocks in SSDs with the Open Region
tag include both hot and cold ones. Among them, the cold
ones are evicted gradually, while the hot ones can stay in the
SSD cache (e.g., the hot cache blocks a and b in Fig. 7). In
this case, PORE can take the performance advantages of both
keeping hot blocks in caches for high hit rates and reducing
SMR write amplification rates with the eviction limitation of
Open Region at the same time.
(2) The division of Open Region and Forbidden Region
on SMR disk space is periodically changed. After evicting
a certain number of dirty cache blocks in Open Region, a new
Open Region and a new Forbidden Region will be set. In this
case, the cached cold blocks located in any place of the SMR
disk have the chance to be evicted. They will not always be
kept in SSD caches to lower the average quality of cached
blocks.
(3) The selection of Open Region can be optimized for high
hit rates. For example, if we set a very cold LBA range in Open
Region, the eviction choice of PORE is similar to traditional
cache replacement, not affecting cache hit rate much. In this
paper, we propose different kinds of schemes of the region
division to get different optimization objectives (see §IV-C).
The PORE Framework
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Fig. 7. Overview of the Partially Open Region for Eviction (PORE) cache
framework.

B. Workflow of PORE
As Fig. 7 shows, PORE is not a specific cache replacement
scheme, but an open cache framework. Any other cache
replacement algorithms can be used in PORE to manage
the cache blocks in SSD caches. PORE includes two core
modules, i.e., Region-based Eviction and Periodical Region
Division. The former is responsible for calling the deployed
cache replacement scheme (e.g., LRU) to evict one of the
cached blocks, while the latter updates the division of Open
Region and Forbidden Region periodically.
1) Region-Aware Eviction: In PORE, we add a new tag in
the metadata of the cached dirty blocks to identify the region
that the block belongs to (i.e., Open Region or Forbidden
Region), consuming 1 bit per block, which will not introduce
obvious burden for memory space. When an eviction is
required, the coldest clean block or open-region dirty block
according to the deployed cache scheme will be chosen. Note
that we still adopt a block-level cache replacement, but not
evicting the blocks in a band together, because it can protect

the hot blocks from being evicted to maintain a high cache hit
rate.
However, this may introduce additional time to find a victim
block because it may be not the last one in the cache queue.
Taking Fig. 7 for example, if LRU is adopted, the original
cache replacement without PORE can get the coldest block
(i.e., d) immediately from the cache block array or linked list.
When it works in PORE, we have to find the victim until
the third one (i.e., c) . Yet all of these operations happen in
memory, and will not affect the overall performance much in
the I/O-intensive storage systems. What is more, for the queueor queues-based cache algorithms like LRU, we introduce an
additional linked list for all the cache blocks in Open Region
to boost the lookup process.
2) Basic Unit of Region Division: When setting Open
Region, the best plan is to align it to the boundaries of SMR
bands. However, the bands in an SMR disk are in uncertain
sizes (e.g., the Seagate 5T SMR disk [10] has different band
sizes in the range of 17 ∼ 36 MB), so we do not know
the exact band size distribution for the drive-managed SMR
products.
Therefore, we first divide the whole SMR disk address space
into zones with the fixed size, and adopt zone as the basic unit
to form Open Region and Forbidden Region, as Fig. 8 plots.
The zones in the Open Region are called Open Zones, while
those in the Forbidden Region are called Forbidden Zones.
Generally, how should we set an appropriate size for zone?
Too small size of zones is not a good choice, because it will
lead to the large amount of zones, bringing high overhead to
manage them. What is more, the too small zone size setting
increases the risk of big size difference between a band and
its related open zones, just like the case in Fig. 8 shows. In
consequence, when the open zone is very small compared with
the band, evicting the blocks in this open zone will lead to a
large write amplification rate.
On the other side, a too large zone setting is also not good
for performance, because it may combine different types of
bands together into one big zone. Some of these bands may
be suitable for being an open zone, while some others do not.
For example, a band containing many hot dirty blocks should
not be chosen for Open Region by itself, but it may be involved
in Open Region when the average popularity of its related big
zone is lowered by its adjacent bands.
Therefore, we should set a moderate size for zones, generally in the same order of magnitude with the minimum size
of SMR bands. More discussions and evaluations about the
impacts of different zone size settings can be found in §V-E.
3) Periodical Region Division: If the region division is
fixed, we may have to evict a hot block in Open Region, instead
of a cold one in Forbidden Region, lowering the cache hit
rates. In PORE, therefore, we will change the setting of the
two kinds of regions periodically. In this case, the cold dirty
blocks located in different disk areas all have the chance to
be evicted in turns. At the beginning of each region division
period, we will choose some zones to form the Open Region
according to the access records of all the zones in the last

Open
Zones

Forbidden
Zones

…
SMR
Bands

……

No
Too Small Zones

Yes

No

Too Large Zones

Fig. 8. Zones with fixed size are the basic unit to construct Open Region.
Too small zone settings increase the risk of too large write amplification, while
too large zones may combine different types of bands together, bringing some
unsuitable bands into Open Region.

period, while the other zones compose the Forbidden Region.
Particularly, the first region division happens when the SSD
cache is just filled.
When the the count of dirty blocks written into SSD cache
reaches a specified threshold (i.e., the period length), a new
period starts to set new Open Region and Forbidden Region.
The write amplification rate of SMR disks can be estimated
as Eq. 2, where Sor is the size of Open Region, Swb is the
size of the SMR write buffer, and Lp is the length of PORE’s
region division period. The write amplification rate is much
lower than the original value of Swhole disk /Swb . Note that
all the above variables are measured in the block count.

Rwa ≈


Sor

, Lp ≥ Swb


 Swb

However, because PORE’s zones are not exactly aligned
with SMR bands, the total size of the covered bands of an
Open Region is usually a bit larger than the total size of all
open zones. When the period length is too small, the size gap
between bands and zones will be nonnegligible, resulting in
a bit larger write amplification rates. In addition, too small
period lengths will also increase the computing overhead of
selecting open zones, so the best setting of period length is
exactly the SMR write buffer size.
A good news is that we can discover the exact length of the
SMR persistent write buffer through the reverse engineering
like Skylight [21]. For example, the write buffer of Seagate
5T SMR disks [10] is 20GB and adopts the FIFO scheme. We
can choose an appropriate setting for the length of the regiondivision period according to the size of the FIFO queue. The
impacts of different period lengths are evaluated in §V-E.
Period A

SSD Cache a4

a3

a2

SMR Write Buffer

a1
FIFO

(a) Period longer than the write buffer size
Period B

SSD Cache

Period A
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(b) Period shorter than the write buffer size

Fig. 9. Different settings of region division period length in PORE.
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Only when the dirty blocks located in the same SMR band
are already in the SMR write buffer (e.g., blocks a1 , a2 , and a3
in Fig 9 (a)), they can be flushed to the SMR band at the same
time to reduce write amplification. When the period length is
longer than the write buffer size, the cache blocks that have
not been evicted from SSDs (e.g., block a4 ) cannot be flushed
to SMR bands together with a1 , a2 , and a3 . Therefore, the
write amplification rate is equal to Sor /Swb , with a constant
value of denominator, but the numerator, i.e., the size of the
corresponding Open Region, has to be enlarged to supply
enough eviction victims in the next period, leading to larger
write amplification.
On the contrary, when the period length is smaller than
the write buffer size, blocks from different rounds of Open
Regions may be mixed in the persistent write buffer of SMR
drives before writing back to bands. As Fig. 9 (b) shows,
because Period B has different Open Region with Period A,
blocks in Period B usually cannot be flushed to SMR bands
together with the blocks in Period A. In this case, the write
amplification rate is Sor /Lp . Generally, the open region size
increases along with the period length, the value of Rwa will
not change much when the period length is no longer than the
write buffer size.

C. Schemes of Determining Open Region
How to select appropriate zones to form the Open Region
is very important for the performance of PORE. In this part,
we will respectively present the general procedure of the
open zone selection, the principle of zone evaluation, and our
proposed three schemes of selecting open zones.
1) General Procedure of Open Zone Selection: In PORE,
when a region division is triggered, we first sort all the zones
according to a specified method, and then put the front zones
in the sorted list into an Open Zones set until the total cached
dirty block count of all the selected zones in the Open Zones
set reaches the value of the region-division period length. In
this case, we can guarantee there are enough dirty cache blocks
from the Open Region to be evicted in the following period.
Note that both the period length and the open zone selection
do not consider clean cache blocks.
In addition, some new write requests during the following
period will put some dirty blocks located in these open
zones into the SSD cache, i.e., the cached block count in
Open Region is usually larger than the eviction requirement.
Therefore, the best blocks in the Open Region will usually
not need to be evicted, with the results of more cache hits for
better performance.
2) Principle of Zone Evaluation: In the above procedure
of open zone selection, the method to evaluate and sort all the
zones is a critical part. As Fig. 10 shows, if we measure all
the candidate zones according to both popularity and coverage

rates, i.e., the total size of all the dirty blocks in the SSD cache
located in this zone divided by the fixed zone size, all the zones
can be put into four quadrants. First, the zones with colder
blocks on average should be chosen for open zones, because
evicting the cold blocks in them will not lower cache hit rates
much. Second, the zones with large coverage rates are more
appropriate for the Open Region, because we need fewer zones
to supply enough eviction victims in the following period. The
size of Open Region (i.e., Sor in Eq. 2) is determined by
the zone counts that are selected as open zones, so the highcoverage-rate zones will lead to smaller values of both Sor
and the write amplification rate.
Average Popularity
one typical
zone

Hotter

Z1

Z2
Zone Coverage
Rate

Smaller

Larger

Z3

Z4
Colder

at the same time, we design a third scheme that balances
between zone coverage and popularity (BL). The characteristic
of BL is to sort zones according to their values of average
block access count divided by the zone coverage rate. A higher
zone coverage rate and worse block popularity both contribute
to increase the possibility of a zone to be involved in Open
Region. For instance, according to BL, Z4 in Fig. 10 usually
has the highest priority to be selected as an open zone, while
Z1 has the lowest priority. For Z2 and Z3, the values of
their average popularity and coverage rate determine the result
together. The above schemes will be evaluated in §V-D.
V. E VALUATIONS
In this section, PORE and a series of existing cache
algorithms are evaluated based on a prototype SSD-SMR
hybrid storage system constructed by us (see §V-A). After
introducing the experimental setup in §V-B, the overall results
under typical configurations are shown in §V-C. Then the three
schemes of selecting open zones proposed by us are evaluated
in §V-D, and the impacts of different parameters of PORE and
different SSD cache size settings are respectively evaluated
in §V-E and V-F. Finally, §V-C1 introduces the experiments
performed based on a real SMR disk.

Fig. 10. We should consider both zones’ popularity and their coverage rates
when selecting open zones.

A. The Prototype Hybrid Storage

Based on the above discussion, zones in the top left quadrant
(e.g., Z1) in Fig. 10 should not be selected for open region,
and the zones in the bottom right quadrant (e.g., Z4) are the
best for being open zones. However, how to set the priority
of zones in the other quadrants is an open problem.
3) Schemes of Selecting Open Zones: Based on different
weight settings of popularity and coverage rates of zones, we
have proposed three schemes of selecting open zones with
different optimization objectives.
Coverage First (CF). CF is a simple scheme that only
considers the zone coverage rate factor to select open zones.
We first calculate the coverage rates of all the zones according
to their cached block counts in SSDs, and then sort them in
a descending order of the coverage rates. The zones with the
most cache blocks construct the Open Region according to CF,
so the zone count in Open Region is the least, leading to the
smallest write amplification rate.
Popularity First (PF). In PF, we only need to consider the
average block popularity of a zone. We sort all the zones by the
average access count per block in an ascending order, and the
coldest zones are assigned as open zones. PF usually selects
more zones each time compared with CF to have a larger
write amplification rate, but it has a better protection for the
hot blocks to generate a higher hit rate. In fact, PF may lead
to a higher hit rate than LRU even with a restricted eviction
region, because the warm data blocks with occasional large
access intervals in the Forbidden Region will be protected in
the SSD cache to avoid too early eviction (see §V-D for more).
BaLancing between Zone Coverage and Popularity (BL).
The above two schemes, CF and PF, both select open zones
only from one perspective. In order to consider the two factors

We have designed and implemented an SSD-SMR prototype
storage [25], with 3,000+ LOC in C. The prototype system
performs and measures the practical I/O accesses and cache
replacement behaviors based on real SSDs and disks according
to some real-world block I/O traces. There are four main
modules in our prototype:
1) Trace replay module: This module reads a specified
trace file and generates the corresponding I/O requests to the
assigned disk address. It will access data on disks or the SSD
cache by calling the interfaces of the following SSD cache
module. The trace files that our system supports are the blocklevel I/O traces, such as the Microsoft Cambridge I/O traces
[26] used in our experiments.
2) SSD cache module: The cache replacement behaviors, a
group of existing cache schemes (e.g., LRU), and our proposed
PORE cache framework are all implemented in our prototype
system. This module manages the metadata of cached blocks
in memory and performs I/Os on a file residing in a practical
SSD when doing cache block accesses or cache replacements.
3) SMR disk emulator module: Although we can perform
I/O requests directly on practical SMR disks (e.g., the Seagate
5TB SMR disk introduced above [10]), the measured performance of SMR disks driven by some real-world I/O traces may
be not accurate. The reason is that the written LBA range of
these real-world traces are far different with each other, but
the inner persistent write buffer is fixed as 20 GB. In this
case, when the written LBA ranges of some traces are much
smaller than 5 TB, the capacity of the SMR disk, the practical
SMR write amplification rate will be much lower than the
practical situation of enterprise storage systems, leading to a
meaningless high performance of SMR disks. In fact, it is not

TABLE I
R EAL - WORLD
Trace
src
prn
ts
wdev
mds
stg
hm
web
usr

Server Function
Source control
Print server
Terminal server
Test web server
Media server
Web staging
Hardware monitoring
Web/SQL server
User home directories

Total Requests
14,024,860
17,635,766
4,216,457
2,654,824
2,916,662
6,098,667
8,985,487
9,642,398
12,873,274

TRACES USED IN THE EVALUATIONS .

Write Percent
83.2%
80.2%
74.1%
72.7%
70.4%
68.2%
67.3%
46.4%
27.9%

Written LBA Range (GB)
3.80
20.22
9.80
4.71
3.58
7.29
9.07
7.11
6.42

Accessed LBA Range (GB)
3.93
20.26
9.81
4.73
3.73
7.58
9.19
8.35
6.92

fair to use the same in write buffer size for traces with different
written LBA ranges.
Therefore, based on the detected SMR disks’ inner structure
and schemes [21], we realize an SMR disk emulator based on
a CMR disk in our prototype. In the emulated SMR disk,
the persistent write buffer and the emulated SMR bands are
both located in the same CMR disk, just as practical SMR
disks do. Similarly, we adopt the FIFO scheme to manage
the persistent write buffer. The emulated SMR bands have the
sizes ranging from 17 MB to 36 MB, and the band sizes are
in a uniform distribution. The behavior of updating contents
into a band is just the same as that of the practical SMR disk
products (see §II-A for more). Thus, we can set the size of the
persistent write buffer to 1/256 (i.e., 20GB/5TB) of the written
LBA range of the running real-world trace, so as to get the
reasonable experimental results similar to practical enterprise
environments.
4) Statistics module: The final module is used to record
important metrics to evaluate the performance of the hybrid
storage system, including the cache hit rates for read or write
requests, I/O time and amounts of different levels (i.e., the SSD
cache, the persistent write buffer and the bands of emulated
SMR disks), etc.

blocks located in the same SMR band together to reduce
SMR write amplification rate when evicting the least recently
used block. Note that LRU-band is set to know the exact
band distribution on disks for an ideal performance, while
our proposed PORE does not. The three schemes of selecting
open zones, i.e., CF, PF, and BL (see §IV-C for more) are all
evaluated in the experiments, and BL is the default scheme of
PORE.
Traces. Our experiments are driven by nine real-world
enterprise I/O traces from the storage traces released by
Microsoft Research in Cambridge [26]. The information of
these traces has been summarized in Table I. Because we aim
to optimize the random write performance of SMR disks in
this paper, most of the selected traces belong to write-intensive
ones. Note that the written LBA range of one trace in this table
is the total capacity of its accessed SMR bands; the accessed
LBA range is the union of the written LBA range and the LBA
range of all read requests in each trace.
Default Settings.
All the file accesses are in the
O DIRECT mode because all the above traces are the I/O
request records of block devices, i.e., the trace files do not
include the requests that had already hit by the DRAM cache
in enterprise servers [26].

B. Experimental Setup

C. Overall Results

We conduct experiments based on our SSD-SMR hybrid
storage prototype driven by a series of real-world enterprise
I/O traces. All the experiments in this section except for §V-G
are performed in a Linux 2.6.32 environment coupled with 8
GB DRAM, a 7200RPM 500GB CMR disk, and a 240GB
PCIe SSD.
Performance Metrics. In our experiments, the timestamps
in the traces are all dismissed; instead, the block-level I/O
requests are performed continuously. Thus the overall performance of the hybrid storage can be reflected by the consumed
total I/O time. In order to evaluate SMR-oriented cache
schemes comprehensively, except for the classical metric, i.e.,
the cache hit rates for read or write requests, we also calculate
the write amplification rate of SMR disks, i.e. the I/O amount
written to SMR bands divided by that evicted from the SMR
persistent write buffer.
Competitors. Except for the widely used LRU scheme,
which only considers data popularity for eviction, we also
design and implement an intuitive optimized cache strategy
based on LRU, i.e., LRU-band, which evicts all the cache

PORE can be deployed to manage a read-write cache,
adding the restriction of dirty cache blocks’ eviction (i.e., the
dirty blocks located in the Forbidden Region cannot be evicted)
to improve the write performance of the underlying SMR
disks, while not affecting the eviction of clean cache blocks. In
fact, PORE only has effects on boosting write requests, and
is not designed to accelerate the read ones, so we can also
deploy PORE to manage a write-only cache, while leaving
the independant read-only for other cache schemes. The above
two cases are both evaluated below, while the read-only cache
scheme is not discussed in this paper.
The experiments are performed based on the emulated SMR
disk, and we measure the overall performance of our proposed
PORE coupled with the BL scheme along with LRU, LRUband, the SMR-only and the CMR-only solutions. By default,
the SMR persistent write buffer is set as 1/256 of the total
capacity, maintaining the same ratio between the 20 GB write
buffer and 5 TB storage capacity of the practical Seagate SMR
product (i.e., 20GB/5TB = 1/256) [10]. In the read-write cache
mode, the SSD cache size is set to 2% of the accessed LBA

range in each trace, and the SSD cache size is set to 2% of
the written LBA range in the write-only cache mode.
1) Mananging a Read-Write Cache: The overall performance can be reflected directly by the consumed total I/O
time to accomplish all the requests in the traces. Considering
the long test time of performing large amounts of I/Os on
disks, we choose four typical traces among the above nine
traces listed in Table I, i.e., wdev, mds, ts, and usr, to do
the experiments. Among the four traces, the first three belong
to write-intensive applications with the write request ratios
ranging from 70.4% to 74.1%, while the usr trace has only
27.9% write requests.
Fig. 11 reveals the total consumed I/O time of SMR-only
storage, CMR-only storage, hybrid storage coupled with LRU,
LRU-band, and PORE, respectively. The SMR-only storage
is the slowest solution, especially for the write I/O time.
For example, the write I/O time of SMR-only is always the
dominate part no matter for write-intensive traces or readintensive traces (i.e., usr), which is 3.65 ∼ 6.86 times slower
than CMR-only.
All the cache solutions including LRU, LRU-band, and
our proposed PORE can all achieve smaller read I/O time
obviously through SSD cache hits compared with the CMRonly solution, but the write I/O time are not always boosted
by the cache for these cache schemes. For example, except ts,
LRU’s write I/O time is longer than CMR-only (i.e., 1.04 ∼
2.01 times of CMR-only), because it does not solve the SMR
write amplification problem well. The total I/O time of LRU is
also longer than the CMR-only solution for half of the traces
(i.e., wdev and mds).
Compared with LRU and LRU-band, our proposed PORE
signinficantly shortens the write I/O time, and thus reduces
the total consumed I/O time to boost the entire hybrid storage.
Compared with SMR-only, CMR-only, LRU, and LRU-band,
the total I/O time reductions of PORE are 11.83, 3.26, 2.84,
and 1.63 times, respectively.

Fig. 11. PORE reduces the total consumed I/O time significantly.

The hit rate and write amplification rate are two important
factors to influence the overall performance of the hybrid
storage. PORE can achieve much lower I/O time compared
with other solutions because it has similar cache hit rates and
much lower SMR write amplification rates.
Fig. 12 (a) and (b) respectively give the read and write hit
rates of LRU, LRU-band, and PORE based on all the nine

traces in Table I. For read cache hit rates, PORE achieves
similar or a bit lower values than LRU and LRU-band; write
hit rates of PORE are closer to the others. The reason lies in
that PORE reduces the choices of eviction victims by setting
Open Region. But the reduction of cache hit rates is not much,
e.g., PORE’s read hit rate reduction compared with LRU is
16.15% on average, and the mean write hit rate reduction is
only 4.90%.
In the aspect of SMR write amplification shown in Fig. 12
(c), PORE achieves significant improvement compared with
SMR-only, LRU, and LRU-band. PORE’s average reductions
on write amplification rates compared with SMR-only, LRU,
and LRU-band reach 3.92, 4.82, and 2.31 times, respectively.
The results prove that limiting the LBA range of evicted
dirty cache blocks in PORE is very effective in reducing
write amplification. Note that LRU has larger SMR write
amplification rates than the SMR-only solution sometimes,
because it does not control the LBA distribution of evicted
dirty blocks, leading to unexpected SMR write amplification
results.
2) Mananging a Write-Only Cache: PORE is designed to
optimize SMR disks’ random write performance, so when the
read and write cache are split and managed by different cache
schemes independently, we can deploy PORE to manage the
write-only cache. In the experiments of this part, we dismiss
the read requests in the trace files and use the whole deployed
SSD as a write-only cache. In fact, the read requests can be
boosted by another independent SSD-based read cache, but it
is out of the focus of this paper.
The experiments about consumed I/O time were also performed based on the four traces, i.e., wdev, mds, ts, and
usr. The results are shown in Fig. 13 (a), including the total
consumed I/O time of SMR-only storage, CMR-only storage,
hybrid storage coupled with LRU, LRU-band, and PORE,
respectively. The results are similar to the read-write cache
case above, but the improvement of PORE compared with the
other solutions are more remarkable. PORE achieves higher
performance than LRU-band and all the other competitors,
reducing the I/O time by a factor of 34.9, 10.2, 4.60, and
2.02 compared with SMR-only, CMR-only, LRU, and LRUband, respectively. Coupled with PORE, the SSD-SMR hybrid
storage system becomes much faster than the widely used
CMR-only storage systems.
In the SSD cache hit rate aspect, as Fig. 13 (b) shows,
LRU-band achieves similar results with LRU, i.e., higher than
LRU under six traces while lower under the other traces. It
implies that although some hot blocks are evicted ahead of
time according to LRU-band compared with LRU, sometimes
judging blocks’ popularity with the help of their disk location
may have positive effects on promoting hit rates. The SSD hit
rates of PORE are usually a bit lower but close to LRU, and
under two of the traces (i.e., prn and mds), PORE has higher
hit rates than LRU. Although PORE reduces the choices of
eviction victims by setting Open Region, it does not have many
influences on cache hit rates.
For the SMR write amplification rates shown in Fig. 13

(a) Read Hit Rates
(b) Write Hit Rates
(c) Write Amplification Rates
Fig. 12. PORE achieves satisfactory hit rates and obviously lower write amplification rates compared with other solutions in the read-write cache mode.

(a) Total I/O Time
(b) Hit Rates
(c) Write Amplification Rates
Fig. 13. Experiment results when cache schemes manage a write-only SSD cache to boost write requests only.

(c), PORE achieves a significant advantage compared with the
competitors. We can find that LRU does not improve the SMR
write amplification rate obviously, and under five traces (i.e.,
ts, mds, stg, web, and usr) it has larger write amplification rates
than the SMR-only storage. The average write amplification
rate of SMR-only is 45.6, while that of LRU is larger, reaching
52.41. The LRU-band reduces the average write amplification
rate to 21.99, but PORE achieves a much smaller one, i.e.,
7.76, even though PORE does not know the exact SMR band
size distribution like LRU-band. The reason lies in that LRUband is a passive scheme to reduce write amplification by
evicting the cache blocks in one band together, but PORE is an
active solution to limit the write amplification rate by setting
the Open Region. PORE reduces the write amplification rate
significantly by a factor of 5.88, 6.75, and 2.83 on average
compared with SMR-only, LRU, and LRU-band, respectively.
3) Comparison Between the Two Above Cases: Comparing
the results of the above two kinds of cache modes, the cache hit
rates do not have many differences, but PORE achieves larger
SMR write amplimification rate reduction and performance
improvement in the write-only cache mode. The reason lies in
two aspects:
(1) PORE can only boost the process of write requests, so
according to Amdahl’s law, the improvement of the read-write
cache mode should be lower than the write-only cache.
(2) Because SMR disks have imbalanced read and write
performance, not like the read-write-balanced traditional disks,
the penalty for evicting a dirty block is much larger than
evicting a clean block. In our implement, we only adopt a
simple LRU queue to manage all the dirty and clean blocks
together. How to appropriately adjust the eviction priority for

dirty and clean blocks in an SSD-SMR hybrid storage is an
interesting and open problem, but it is out of the focus of
this paper. Therefore, because PORE is desgined to boost the
random write performance for SMR disks, we adopt the writeonly cache mode in the following experiments.
D. Open Zone Selection Schemes
Selecting the best open zones in PORE is an open problem.
In this part, we evaluate the three open-zone selecting schemes
we proposed, i.e., CF, PF, and BL, by comparing them with
LRU, under the same four traces in the above experiments,
i.e., wdev, mds, ts, and usr, illustrated by Fig. 14.
Among the three schemes, the Popularity First (PF) scheme
can achieve much higher SSD hit rates than the other two, and
its hit rates are higher than LRU in most cases except usr. The
reason lies in that PF restricts that the eviction victims can
only be chosen from the coldest zones in SMR disks, with the
benefit of protecting blocks in hot zones from eviction. This
result gives us a hint to design a cache scheme with high hit
rates, not only in the SMR-oriented environment.
In the aspect of write amplification, PF is better than LRU,
but CF and BL achieve much lower write amplification rates.
For all the four traces, the BL scheme consumes the least I/O
time, because it achieves similar write amplification rates and
higher hit rates compared with CF. Therefore, BL is chosen
as the default open-zone selecting scheme in PORE.
E. Impacts of Different Zone Sizes and Period Lengths
In this part, the comparisons among different parameter
settings of PORE, including the size of zones and the length
of the region division period, are performed. Fig. 15 gives
the total I/O time, the hit rate, and the write amplification

(a) Total I/O Time
(b) Hit Rates
(c) Write Amplification Rates
Fig. 14. Comparison among different open-zone selecting schemes (i.e., CF, PF, and BL) in the cache framework of PORE.

rate in each case driven by the wdev trace. Among the three
open-zone selecting schemes evaluated in the experiments, BL
achieves the best performance in most cases.
As Fig. 15 (b) shows, the zone size setting does not affect
the cache hit rate much, so the overall performance reflected
by the total consumed I/O time is mainly determined by the
write amplification rate.
In the aspects of SMR write amplification and total I/O
time shown in Fig. 15 (a) and (c), we find that too large
zone settings lead to larger write amplification rate and longer
I/O time; too small zone settings also have negative effects
on the two metrics (see §IV-B2 for discussions about zone
sizes), especially for the PF scheme. Too small zone size may
increase the overhead of PORE, so we adopt 20MB as the
default zone size for BL, although we can reduce the zone
size appropriately to achieve higher performance further.
The second important parameter of PORE is the region
division period length. By default, we set it as the size of
the persistent write buffer in SMR disks. Fig. 15 (d)-(f) give
the results when the period length ranges from 10% to 10
times of the default value driven by the wdev trace as well.
Comparing Fig. 15 (d) and (f), we can find that the trend of
I/O time is similar to that of write amplification rate, indicating
that the overall performance is mainly determined by the SMR
write amplification rate due to the similar cache hit rates under
different period lengths shown in Fig. 15 (e).
The default setting, i.e., the period length that is equal to
the size of SMR persistent write buffer, usually achieves the
best performance for all the three schemes. The reason is that
when the period length is longer or shorter than the SMR write
buffer size, the write amplification rates will be enlarged (see
§IV-B3 for more analysis). Note that when period length is
larger than 5 times of the write buffer size, the amplification
rates have reached the same level of LRU, so increasing the
period length to 10 times of the default value will not promote
the write amplification rates further.
F. Impacts of Different SSD Sizes
In this part, Fig. 16 exhibits experimental results when the
SSD size ranges from 1% to 5% of the accessed bands’ total
size of the wdev trace. Because PORE is designed to work for
a cost-efficient big data storage system, we mainly focus on
the case of small SSD capapcities.
It is obvious that the hit rates become higher as the size
of SSD cache increases because more hot data can be kept

in SSD caches. When the SSD cache is 1% and 5% of the
storage capacity, PORE achieves higher cache hit rates, and
its hit rates are a bit lower in the cases of 2%, 3%, and 4%
compared with LRU and LRU-band.
As Fig. 16 (c) shows, for LRU, the write amplification rates
are in fluctuation under different SSD cache sizes, because it
does not control the disk space distribution of evicted victims
at all. For LRU-band and PORE, more cache blocks are located
in the same SMR bands when the SSD cache is larger, so
fewer SMR bands are needed to be flushed when evicting
the same amount of data from SSD caches, resulting in
smaller write amplification rates. For example, when the SSD
cache increases from 1% to 5%, the SMR write amplification
rate reduction of PORE increases from 4.79 to 20.65 times
compared with LRU.
Therefore, based on the benefits of both cache hit rate and
write amplification rate, the total I/O time drops along with
the increase of SSD sizes (see Fig. 16 (a)). In all the cases,
PORE achieves better performance than LRU and LRU-band.
For example, the I/O time of PORE is only 24.5% and 43.7%
of LRU and LRU-band, respectively, for the 1% SSD size;
the values are shortened to 5.84% and 18.1% for the 5% SSD
size.
G. Experiments on Real SMR disks
Finally, we compare our proposed PORE with LRU and the
CMR-only solution based on a hybrid storage consisted of a
Memblaze PBlaze IV 800GB SSD and a 5900RPM Seagate
5TB SMR disk with a 20GB inner persistent write buffer [10],
and a 5900RPM CMR disk.
The difficulty of performing experiments on real SMR disks
lies in that the written LBA range of requests has to be large
enough; otherwise the SMR write amplification rate (i.e., about
the written LBA range / 20GB) turns to be small and the
performance of SMR disks appears high, much different with
practical industry environments. In order to construct a large
enough trace with at least a TB-level written LBA range, we
first shift the nine traces in Table I into adjacent LBA ranges
and shuffle all their requests to contruct a large trace. And
then, the merged new trace are duplicated for 16 times; the 16
traces are also be shifted to adjacent LBA ranges and shuffled
to form a new trace mix, whose written LBA range of mix
reaches 1.15 TB. Due to the huge number of request records
in mix and long experiment time, we only perform 50 million

(a) Zone Size: Total I/O Time

(b) Zone Size: Hit Rates

(c) Zone Size: Write Amplification Rates

(d) Period Length: Total I/O Time
(e) Period Length: Hit Rates
(f) Period Length: Write Amplification Rates
Fig. 15. Impacts of different settings of the zone size and the period length in PORE.

(a) Total I/O Time

(b) Hit Rates
Fig. 16. Impacts of the SSD cache size.

write requests after the 20GB SMR write buffer is filled in the
experiments.
As Fig. 17 plots, PORE achieves much higher performance
compared with both CMR-only and LRU, although its hit rate
is a bit lower than LRU. The I/O time of finishing the same
50 million write requests for CMR-only, LRU, and PORE is
repectively 33.4, 13.0, and 5.69 hours. Although the practical
written LBA range is much lower than the device capacity (i.e.,
5TB), PORE achieves much higher performance than LRU and
CMR-only. If the written data scatter in the whole disk space,
the advantage of PORE will be more notable.

Fig. 17. Experimental results based on real SMR disks.

(c) Write Amplification Rates

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Optimization of SMR Devices. The main challenge
of constructing SMR devices lies in that the contents in
the overlapped tracks will be overwritten when performing
random writing according to the original design of shingled
magnetic recording. Y. Cassuto et al. [28] came up with a
new concept of indirection system for SMR devices. They
proposed a storage unit named Shingled Block (S-block) that
is similar to the concept of SMR bands between which are
safe gaps in physical level. S-blocks are managed in a circular
buffer; the logical addresses of newly written data are mapped
to the head of the circular buffer. With the address mapping
scheme, this indirection system can support random writing.
A garbage collection algorithm recycles the S-block in the tail
of the circular buffer by moving the valid blocks to the head.
Based on the indirection system, D. Hall et al. [29] proposed
a scheme that divides an E-region out of the shingled area
as a cache buffer to accelerate random writes. E-region is
also arranged as a ring buffer; an enough distance is ensured
between the two ends of the ring buffer to ensure data in E-

region cannot be overwritten.
To improve the efficiency of garbage collection, D. Park
et al. [30] brought a novel design to classify data into hot
ones and cold ones, which makes the out-of-date blocks more
concentrate in the hot bands. S. Jones et al. [31] proposed a
band compaction algorithm to reduce data movement during
the band compaction process, which not only focuses on
compacting the emptiest bands, but also considers the write
frequency of data in the bands. In the field of address mapping,
W. He et al. [17] proposed a novel mapping method to locate
data first in tracks that are not overlapped with each other,
sacrificing space efficiency to gain higher performance. In
addition, Ma et al. [32] proposed to use Flash-based SSDs
to replace the persistent write buffer located on tracks and put
forward an cache algorithm to manage the write buffer based
on the knowledge of band distribution.
Optimization of SMR-based Systems. Another research
direction is to do the indirection work in the upper file
system layer based on host-managed SMR disks. C. Jin et
al. [33] designed a new file system called HiSMRfs that can
support random writing without the SMR Translation Layer
(STL) in SMR products. G. Gibson et al. [34] proposed a
new SMRfs that works based on a hybrid system consisted
of SSDs and SMR disks, and manages metadata separately
to improve performance. S. Kadekodi et al. [35] proposed
an interface scheme named Caveat-Scriptor that supports to
write anywhere based on static mapping. SMR file systems
for specific usage have also been proposed, such as SFS for
video servers [36] and big data applications [37].
Apart from file systems, there are also some studies on
database based on SMR disks. For example, P. Rekha et al.
[38] proposed a key-value data store for SMR disks leveraging
its better sequential write performance.
Moreover, A. Aghayev et al. [21] proposed a methodology
to reverse key properties of drive-managed SMR drives including the details about the persistent write buffer, the band size,
etc., which helps a lot in SMR-related system optimization.
SSD Cache Optimization in Hybrid Storage. Flash-based
SSDs have been widely used in enterprise storage systems due
to their high performance and high storage density. The hybrid
storage system consisted of SSDs and disks [39], [40], [41] is
also an important storage form in modern data centers because
of its advantages on cost performance and data reliability.
What is more, there are many industrial products or opensource systems to optimize SSD caches in hybrid storage,
such as Facebook Flashcache [42], Linux dm-cache [43], EMC
FAST cache [44], and Oracle Smart Flash Cache in Exadata
Database Machine [45].
Except for some traditional general-purpose cache algorithms like LRU, MQ [23], LIRS [18], ARC [19], and etc.,
there are also some specially optimized cache algorithms
for SSD-based caches. For example, the second-level ARC
(L2ARC) technique in Solaris ZFS file system [46], SieveStore
[47], and LARC [48] add different types of new data filters to
improve the quality of cached data and meanwhile to reduce
the frequency of cache updating. WEC [49] and ETD-Cache

[50] protect popular cached data by appropriately extending
their staying time in SSD-based cache to avoid too early
eviction. RIPQ [51], Pannier [52], and SRC [53] pack small
blocks into large containers and replace cached data in the
unit of large containers. This mechanism can improve the I/O
performance of SSDs due to the reduced write amplification
in Flash chips.
Besides, M. Canim et al. [24] proposed a cache algorithm
for an SSD caching layer between RAM and hard disks in
databases systems. This algorithm monitors the disk access
patterns to identify hot regions of the disk. Blocks in hot disk
regions have higher priority to be cached in SSDs to avoid the
cache pollution from cold regions.
In a word, although there have been some optimized
schemes specially designed for SSD-based caches, the SMRoriented SSD cache scheme is still an open research topic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this section, we conclude this paper with a summary of
our contributions:
(1) For the design of SMR-oriented cache algorithms, we
find a new dimension to consider, i.e., the LBA range of
evicted dirty blocks, which is a particular feature of the
emerging SMR disks and directly affects the SMR write
amplification rate and I/O performance.
(2) For the SSD-SMR hybrid storage systems, we propose
a new cache framework called Partially Open Region for
Eviction (PORE), which not only improves the performance
by cache hits, but also boosts the underlying SMR disks by
periodically setting the appropriate Open Region allowed for
eviction. Coupled with PORE, the SSD-SMR hybrid storage
can be larger, cheaper, but faster than the conventional diskbased storage systems.
(3) PORE is an open cache framework; the cache replacement and the open region selection schemes are both
flexible. In this paper, we have designed three different open
region selection schemes, i.e., CF, PF, and BL, for different
optimization objectives.
(4) Our proposed PORE improves the performance significantly due to its hardware/software co-design based on the
detected inner structure and schemes of practical SMR disk
products. If the host-managed SMR products are available,
this kind of co-design cache algorithm can achieve higher
performance.
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